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DALLAS -- When Dr. Charles c. Sprague arrived for his first day as dean 

of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical School at Dallas, he parked 

his car in the slot reserved for the dean. And promptly got a ticket. 

The man who wrote the citation is Harry B. Sheaner, who observes his 

25th anniversary with the medical school this month. "I thought it w·as 

somebody parking in the wrong space," recalls Sheaner, who certainly might 

be excused because the dean was driving a small foreign sports car. 

As chief security officer for SWMS, the 69-year-old Sheaner must 

sometimes move fast. He heads a force of 14 security officers who guard 

the medical school buildings and patrol the six parking lots around the 

clock. 

Sheaner, the first line employee hired by S~, has seen the medical 

school grow considerably in the 25 years of its existence. It began with 

an empty office in a Dallas clinic for which a desk, chair and typewriter 

were borrowed, he remembers. 

"Then they took me back of the old Parkland Hospital (now Woodlawn) 

and said it was going to be there. I thought to myself, "Have I messed 

up now! The first buildings looked like Army barracks and "sometimes you 

would go through holes in the floor, n recalls Sheaner. 

The medical school, organized under the Southwestern Medical Foundation, 

"borrowed microscopes all over town," recalls Sheaner. 
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first add sheaner 

Sheaner, w~o wears a Texas hat and cowboy boots with his uniform, 

had worked in the construction business and at Baylor Hospital in Dallas 

before coming to the medical school. He hasn't regretted the move although 

he still puts in some long hours--regularly arriving for work at six or so 

in the morning. 

He holds a commission with the Dallas Police Department and has been 

in the police reserve organization. 

All in all , observes the security officer, medical students don't 

present too ma:ty problems. "I would say that, as a whole, they're a 

nice group. 11 

Sheaner, who lives at 6516 Petain, has five grandsons but he doesn't 

ahow a great deal of interest in retiring. "I have yet to convince these 

c5octors that I'm 69," he laughs. 
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